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Port de La Selva
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Mas Ventós
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Spring lights II
Oil / canvas
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Oil / canvas  
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Landscape
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Oil / canvas  
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First lights
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Last light
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Marià Mascort Yglesias
Director

Galeria d'Art El Claustre

I have always liked going to see drawing fairs, painting contests ... I do it since it is
part of my job, but above all I do it for the pleasure of seeing the works of young
artists, works that are displayed with his clean, spontaneous and artifice-free
vision.

But I also go with the secret hope and illusion of finding that hidden talent, of
finding that artist who only needs someone to believe in him, to give him support
and to help him start his career.

There is very seldom this find, however, when you find it, it compensates you for
all the time you dedicate to it, and as a gallery owner I believe that this is one of
the functions of art galleries, and "EL CLAUSTRE" has always helped the
incorporation of new young artists to the artistic panorama.

I have made this explanation, since that is exactly what happened with Albert
Giménez.

From the first time I saw his work until we got in touch, almost 2 years passed.
During this time, secretly, I was following his trajectory and each work I saw, he
was able to confirm that the first work that had caught my attention was not a
sporadic event but rather painting by painting what I had already intuited was
confirmed, that Albert is an artist who awaits a great performances in the world of
art, and who will have our support to do so.

I am convinced that over the years we will see his exhibitions, but now we invite
you to visit this exhibition, we invite you to enjoy the works of
 

ALBERT GIMÉNEZ
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